Glen l marine design

Glen-L has set the standard for boat plans for decades. All of our plans are intended for the
amateur. It is not necessary that you have any experience with blueprints. Our plans are easy to
read and easy to understand. You can find plans that sell for more but they frequently offer
much less. It is unlikely that you will find plan packages as complete as ours at any price.
Learning to loft from an often confusing list of dimensions Table of Offsets is a major project in
itself. In addition, there are logistical problems in lofting, unless you happen to have a flat floor
virtually as long as the boat for the layout. We at Glen-L decided many years ago that this
process alone was enough to discourage most beginners, and set out to find a better way. In
short, we do the lofting, to save you time, effort, and to prevent errors. Full size patterns are
available for most every Glen-L design. As the originator of the pattern systems, we have
perfected the methods necessary to insure absolute accuracy so that your Glen-L design can be
duplicated just as the designer intended. All of our designs except for one or two that are
clearly noted provide full size patterns for the structural members of the boat. In our online
store, if you click on the title or item number of the design in question, it will list specifically
which parts are patterned. The frame patterns will be half-section patterns. Since the frames are
the same on both sides of the centerline, we provide one half and the pattern is flipped to draw
the other half. Instructions are provided for using the full size patterns and can be seen here as
well. Even if you follow the plans to a tee, each boat will vary making planking patterns
worthless. We have a really cool retro slide presentation showing how a boat goes together
here that further explains this process. Stitch and Glue designs are a different animal. In
addition to patterns for the structural members, we also provide full size patterns for the
planking unless noted otherwise. That means that virtually every piece of the boat is patterned
which is what makes this method of construction excellent for the first time builder. These
patterns are transferred to the wood using the same procedure as used for Full Size Patterns.
These plans contain all of the information and dimensions to build the cabin, including
instructions. In many cases, the plans will be adaptable to several designs or offer cabin
options for a single design. See the description on the design page for specific information.
Visit our Online Catalog for more information. All of our plan and pattern packages come with
detailed phase-by-phase instructions that walk you through the entire building process. The
construction is in sequence but some variation is natural based on the needs of the builder. The
instructions also provide a bill of materials also online for each design that lists the materials
needed to build the boat as well as the types of wood recommended. A Fastening Schedule lists
what fastenings are used for attaching the various parts together. You guys will like this [â€¦].
This little detail shows you how to lay out the patterns on a piece of plywood to get the best use
of the material. This feature is done to save you money [â€¦]. Why are Full Size Patterns so
important? Note to our builders outside the US. Instructions All of our plan and pattern
packages come with detailed phase-by-phase instructions that walk you through the entire
building process. January 13, at pm. January 20, at pm. March 8, at am. Connect with us:.
Customer Builds. Copyright Info. Copyright by Glen L Marine Designs. All rights reserved. When
Glen-L Marine began in , no one talked about mission statements, but if we had had one it would
have gone something like this:. A lot has happened since In the beginning we had runabouts,
ski boats, and cruisers. Now we supply plans for virtually every type of boat. We have published
six books written by our staff. We now have this web site and online store. In all cases these
projects have been do-it-yourself projects. We type the copy, shoot the pictures and videos,
paste-up the books and literature, and after a little help in the beginning, we wrote the html copy
for our first web site. Along the way we have built the test models for many of our designs. We
have done testing of building methods, and have researched the ins and outs of electric boating
so we could produce plans that you can build from the boat, to electrical wiring, to rudder and
motor installation. But this is the only way we know how to do it. It is important to us that you
succeed. From the beginning Glen-L has served as a training ground for Naval Architects, some
of whom have gone on to start businesses of their own. Through cover articles in Popular
Mechanics and other magazines we have introduced generations to the art of boat building.
This book is the only text available that is devoted exclusively to plywood boat construction. It
has served as a text book in college boatbuilding classes throughout the US and Canada. Even
though we are one of the largest suppliers of boat plans and building supplies for the home
builder, we have remained a small company. We hope you will turn to us when you get ready for
your first or next boat building project. We like to help, and it keeps us in business. She has a
love for all that Glen-L does and enjoys interacting with builders and providing an environment
that helps them succeed in building the boat of their dreams. John handles all of the warehouse
operations, packs and ships all of our orders, answers questions and does anything else that
needs doing. John is married to Gayleâ€”see family details above. In his spare time, John
enjoys politics, fine wine and cigars. Glen and Gayle in Glen passed away June 13, at age About

Glen-L. Our Purpose: To nurture and encourage those interested in building their own boat. To
engage our clients with helpful information through our website and kind guidance by phone
and email. All of this done with the goal of providing the resources for individuals to accomplish
something more than what they ever imagined they could: to build a boat with their own two
hands. To develop a following of core customers who enjoy doing business with us and tell
their friends and family about us. To not just sell products, but truly care about those we serve.
January 20, at pm. Connect with us:. Customer Builds. Copyright Info. Copyright by Glen L
Marine Designs. All rights reserved. Johnsville, New York 11 February I plan to block all the
corners i. Turns out putting a jet drive in a Squirt is a fairly complex proposition. In December, I
cut out and assembled the stem, breasthook, and both frames. The transom is cut out but not
assembled due to uncertainties in what needed to be done for the jet drive modifications. I
found and purchased a well-worn but good running jet ski a Kawasaki off e-Bay. I also
purchased the service manual for the ski from Kawasaki. This gave me a wealth of good
information - including things like the jet pump thrust lb that I needed for the boat structural
modifications. The overall drive train length is 57 inches - too long to put in the boat without
lengthening it outside of the Glen-L recommended range. For this reason I decided to mount the
pump on a bracket outside the transom. The primary structural modification is to eliminate both
the keel and inboard battens, aft of frame number 1. These are replaced with engine stringers
fabricated from 2x4 stock. Extended the frame by 8 inches in the back, and 6 in the front. Top
speed so far is 55 mph, might get more out of it with some impeller work. Not sure why I would
need more, the thing flat out scoots! Squirtjet Design. Johnsville, New York. Squirtjet by Neil
Mcclellan - New Zealand. Squirtjet by Paul Day. SquirtJet by Terry McIntyre. Squirtjet by John
Gage. Squirtjet by Rich Dufresne, Portland, Oregon. Comments are closed. Connect with us:.
Visit our Boatbuilder Forum Here. Copyright Info. Copyright by Glen L Marine Designs. All rights
reserved. Get yours by simply clicking the button below. You can read Part One of this blog
here Part Two is here Part Three is here Part Four is here November 23, OK all, it has been some
time since the last update, but there have been extenuating circumstances. Most of them
centered around the need for a bigger building space. To be [â€¦]. How to get the pictures from a
gallery into a blog. There are a few key steps that need to be taken to get all the parts needed in
the right place. When you log into your account, the Dashboard screen needs to be available all
the time. Instead of just clicking on the item [â€¦]. I just finished [â€¦]. When you build a wood
boat, spend hours making the wood look just right, how about a nice finishing touch, a hand
crafted wood cleat? There are some design references to work with, but nothing I could find that
explained the dimensions for such a hard working item on a boat. A cleat must hold [â€¦]. The
mile course begins at the Miles River [â€¦]. Welcome to Glen-L! Thanks for dropping by! Feel
free to join the discussion by leaving comments, and stay updated by subscribing to the RSS
feed. There's no need to sign in to enjoy this Blog, but if you want to add photos or an article
about your Glen-L boat build, please click the links below to Register or Login. Connect with
us:. Visit our Boatbuilder Forum Here. Copyright Info. Copyright by Glen L Marine Designs. All
rights reserved. Modified Acapulco camper built by Jason Moore of Washington who says
"Your plans were easy to follow and I would highly recommend them to a person looking for a
fun, gratifying project. Welcome to our on-line catalog of camper and travel trailer plans and
how to unlock gm radio with rds
2016 camaro ss owners manual
chrysler 300 fuel filter
patterns. You may notice that the line drawings of our various RV plans look dated and indeed
they are. Your finished RV will look updated when current materials are used. The building
techniques and information in the plans and patterns is timeless and very thorough as are all
Glen-L plans. If you are a first-time visitor we suggest you start with the About our plans and
patterns page and proceed to the Camper or Trailer page. You can also order plans and patterns
by clicking on the links below. If you have any questions not answered on these pages we
welcome your inquiries. Email us at info glen-l. If you would like to get an idea of what your
project might cost, see out Cost Estimating pages. We do not sell components, but in response
to many inquiries we have added these pages. Glen-L RV Plans. February 5, at pm. Copyright
Info. Copyright by Glen L Marine Designs. All rights reserved. Motorhome Plans. Camper Plans.
Travel Trailer Plans. Camping Trailer Plans. Van Conversion Plans.

